NEW RELEASE CDs 22/2/19

**BETTER OBLIVION COMMUNITY CENTER (CONOR OBERST & PHOEBE BRIDGERS)** Better Oblivion Community Center [Dead Oceans] £9.99

**DREAM THEATER** Distance Over Time [Ltd. 2CD + Blu-Ray/DVD Artbook] £42.99

**DREAM THEATER** Distance Over Time [Ltd. Digipak CD] £13.99

**DRENGE** Strange Creatures £9.99

**JOHN MAYALL** Nobody Told Me FEATURING JOE BONAMASSA, TODD RUNDGREN + STEVEN VAN ZANDT £9.99

**OUR NATIVE DAUGHTERS** Songs Of Our Native Daughters [Smithsonian Folkways] OUR NATIVE DAUGHTERS IS RHIANNON GIDDENS, AMYTHYST KIAH, LEYLA MCCALLA, AND ALLISON RUSSELL £11.99


**THE UNTHANKS** Lines - Part One: Lillian Bilocca £7.99

**THE UNTHANKS** Lines - Part Three: Emily Bronte £7.99

**THE UNTHANKS** Lines - Part Two: World War One £7.99

**THE UNTHANKS** Lines - Parts One, Two & Three [3CD] £22.99

**ADIA VICTORIA** Silences £10.99

**CANDLEMASS** The Door To Doom [Napalm] £11.99

**COCHEMEA** All My Relations [Daptone] £9.99


**DU BLONDE** Lung Bread For Daddy [Moshi Moshi] £9.99
GIGGS  Big Bad  £9.99
HALF JAPANESE  Invincible  [Fire]  £9.99
HOMESHAKE  Helium  [Sinderlyn]  LONG TIME MEMBER OF MAC DEMARCO'S TOURING BAND!  £10.99
JAMES YORKSTON  The Route To The Harmonium  [Domino]  £9.99
JULIA JACKLIN  Crushing  [Transgressive]  £9.99
JULIAN LAGE  Love Hurts  £11.99
LARRY GRENAIDER  The Gleaners  [ECM]  £12.99
MARTIN FRAWLEY  (Twerps)  Undone At 31  [Merge]  £9.99
MICHAEL ROTHER  (Kraftwerk / Neu)  Solo  [5CD Box Set on Groenland]  £29.99
MURRAY A. LIGHTBURN  (The Dears)  Hear Me Out  £9.99
R. STEVIE MOORE  Afterlife  [Bar None]  £9.99
ROBERT ELLIS  Texas Piano Man  [New West]  £9.99
SUNWATCHERS  Illegal Moves  [Trouble In Mind]  £9.99
TELEKINESIS  Eflluxion  [Merge]  £9.99
UMUT ADAN  Bahar  [Riverboat]  £9.99
YOLA  Walk Through Fire  £9.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS / **BONOBO** Fabric Presents: Bonobo  
**£9.99**

**£9.99**

VARIOUS ARTISTS **DJ Format's Psych Out**  
**£9.99**

VARIOUS ARTISTS **Do The Reggae: Skinhead Reggae In The Spirit Of '69 [2CD]**  
**£7.99**

VARIOUS ARTISTS **Revolution Underground Sounds Of 1968 [3CD]**  
**£17.99**

VARIOUS ARTISTS **The Rough Guide To The Music Of Eastern Europe [World Music Network]**  
**£5.99**

VARIOUS ARTISTS **This Is Frafra Power**  
**£9.99**

**NEW RELEASE LPs 22/2/19**

**BETTER OBLIVION COMMUNITY CENTER (CONOR OBERST & PHOEBE BRIDGERS)** Better Oblivion Community Center [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP]  
**£19.99**

**DREAM THEATER** Distance Over Time [Ltd. Colour 2LP + CD on Napalm]  
**£24.99**

**DRENGE** Strange Creatures [Ltd. RSD Store Exclusive Colour LP]  
**£21.99**

**JOHN MAYALL** Nobody Told Me [LP] **FEATURING JOE BONAMASSA, TODD RUNDGREN + STEVEN VAN ZANDT**  
**£16.99**

**SLEAFORD MODS** Eton Alive [Ltd. German Coloured LP + MP3]  
**£16.99**

**SLEAFORD MODS** Eton Alive [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Blue LP on Extreme Eating]  
**£14.99**
THE UNTHANKS Lines - Part One: Lillian Bilocca [10''] £12.99
THE UNTHANKS Lines - Parts One, Two & Three [Ltd. 3 x 10'' Set] £34.99

CANDLEMASS The Door To Doom [2LP on Naplam] £20.99
COCHEMEA All My Relations [LP + MP3 on Daptone] £19.99
HEALTH Vol. 4: Slaves Of Fear [LP] £22.99
HOT 8 BRASS BAND Take Cover [Ltd. Red 12'' on Tru Thoughts] £14.99
JAMES YORKSTON The Route To The Harmonium [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE LP + MP3 on Domino] £22.99
JIMMY SMITH The Cat [LP] £15.99
MARTIN FRAWLEY (Twerps) Undone At 31 [Ltd. Colour LP on Merge] £17.99
MINORS Abject Bodies [LP on Holy Roar] £14.99
NICOLAS JAAR Nymphs [3LP] £27.99
NOV3L (Crackcloud) Novel [LP on Tin Angel] £14.99
O.R.K. Ramagehead [LP on KScope] FEAT. MEMBERS OF KING CRIMSON, PORCUPINE TREE AND SYSTEM OF A DOWN
R. STEVIE MOORE Afterlife [LP on Bar None] £17.99
SKIP JAMES The Rough Guide To... [LP + MP3] £11.99
SUNWATCHERS Illegal Moves [Ltd. Colour LP on Trouble In Mind] £17.99
THE CLAYPOOL LENNON DELIRIUM (Primus) South of Reality [2LP on ATO] £24.99

VINYL COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS This Is Frafra Power [LP] £16.99

VINYL REISSUES

BILLIE HOLIDAY Body & Soul [LP] £15.99
BILLIE HOLIDAY Songs For Distingue Lovers [LP] £15.99
DAVID SYLIVAN (Japan) Alchemy: An Index Of Possibilities [LP] £19.99
DAVID SYLIVAN (Japan) Brilliant Trees [LP] £19.99
DAVID SYLIVAN (Japan) Gone To Earth [2LP] £26.99
DAVID SYLIVAN (Japan) Secrets Of The Beehive [LP] £19.99
EAGLES OF DEATH METAL Death By Sexy [LP] £21.99
SCOTT WALKER No Regrets: The Best Of... [2LP] £24.99
STAN GETZ & BILL EVANS S/T [LP] £15.99
U2 No Line On The Horizon [Ltd. Clear 2LP] £33.99